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To clean an instrument, use a damp cloth or mild, water based cleaner. Clean the exterior of the instrument only. Do not apply cleaner directly to the instrument or allow liquids to enter or spill on the instrument. Products that consist of a circuit board with no case or chassis (e.g., data acquisition board for installation into a computer) should never require cleaning if handled according to instructions. If the board becomes contaminated and operation is affected, the board should be returned to the factory for proper cleaning/servicing.
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AC Signal Analysis
Using Models 2015, 2015-P, and 2016 THD Multimeters

About this guide

This guide is designed to familiarize users with basic Model 2015/2015-P/2016 operations to analyze an AC input signal. Operations include harmonic distortion measurements, standard AC volts and frequency measurements, and frequency spectrum analysis (Model 2015-P only).

This guide covers front panel operation and remote operation over the GPIB or RS-232. The SCPI commands provided are generic; actual syntax depends on the test programming language being used.

Information in this guide is organized as follows:

- **Measurements overview** – Summarizes the measurements used to analyze an AC input signal.

- **Measuring harmonic distortion:**
  - *Harmonic distortion calculations* – Shows how harmonic distortion is calculated for the three measurement types; THD, THD + noise, and SINAD.
  - *Distortion measurement operations* – Covers the various operations (front panel and remote commands) used to configure and measure distortion.
  - *Distortion measurement examples* – Includes an example to measure total harmonic distortion (THD), and an example that uses a source sweep to measure distortion and RMS volts.

- **Measuring AC volts and frequency** – Provides the basic procedure to measure AC volts or frequency.

- **Analyzing frequency spectrum (Model 2015-P only):**
  - *Basic peak analysis* – Covers the commands used to measure the peak amplitudes of the frequencies in the spectrum. Includes a remote command sequence example to find and measure the frequencies that have the three highest amplitudes.
  - *Delta function* – Covers the commands to measure the difference in frequency and amplitude between two frequency pointer positions. Includes a command sequence example.
  - *Frequency list analysis* – Covers the commands to create a frequency list and return the amplitudes of the listed frequencies. Includes a command sequence example.
Measurements overview

Harmonic distortion measurement

The Model 2015/2015-P/2016 uses a DSP (Digital Signal Processor) to perform a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on a voltage signal applied to the front or rear voltage inputs. It then analyses the levels of the harmonics present in the signal to calculate THD, THD+noise, SINAD, or RMS volts. The instrument can measure harmonic distortion from 20Hz to 50kHz.

A DDS (Direct Digital Synthesis) module is included in the THD circuitry to provide a programmable sine source. The source has a second output which can be set to provide the inverse of the sine output (shifted 180 degrees), or to put out a 0-5V logic level pulse in phase with the main output.

A sweep feature enables the user to program a list of up to 200 sweep frequencies and amplitudes, then have the unit return distortion and/or RMS volts for each frequency.

AC volts and frequency measurements

The Model 2015/2015-P/2016 can measure true RMS AC voltage from 0.1µV to 750V (1000V peak). It can also measure frequency from 3Hz to 500kHz.

Frequency spectrum analysis (Model 2015-P only)

Using remote command programming, the Model 2015-P can measure the amplitudes of frequencies in a spectrum. The lower bound for the frequency spectrum can be set as low as 20Hz, while the upper bound can be set as high as 20480Hz. The 20Hz and 20480Hz boundaries are the default settings.

The Model 2015-P can perform the following operations:

- Determine the amplitude for any individual frequency in the spectrum. Values are returned for the frequency (in Hz) and the amplitude (in dBV).
- Calculate the difference in frequency and amplitude between two different frequencies. The results of the calculation are returned in Hz and dBV.
- Determine the amplitudes of a specified list of frequencies. Frequency/amplitude pairs are returned for every frequency in the list.
Measuring harmonic distortion

Harmonic distortion calculations:

**THD — Total harmonic distortion**

THD is the default type for the THD measurement and is defined as follows:

\[
\text{THD\%} = 100 \times \frac{\sqrt{V_2^2 + V_3^2 + \ldots + V_i^2}}{V_1}
\]

Where \( V_2 \) through \( V_i \) represent the RMS levels of the harmonics of the signal, and \( V_1 \) is the RMS level of the fundamental frequency.

THD can also be expressed in dB, as follows:

\[
\text{THD(dB)} = 20 \times \log \left( \frac{\sqrt{V_2^2 + V_3^2 + \ldots + V_i^2}}{V_1} \right)
\]

**THD+N — Total harmonic distortion plus noise**

THD+N is what conventional (analog) THD meters display. A conventional THD meter has a notch filter that removes the fundamental frequency from the signal, and measures THD based on what is left. This includes all of the harmonics, but also includes any random noise in the signal. Since the instrument uses a digital signal processor to perform a Fourier transform on the signal, noise can be eliminated from the THD measurement, thus providing a true reading. The THD+noise feature was included to duplicate what a conventional THD meter would read.

Mathematically, THD+noise is expressed as follows:

\[
\text{THD + Noise(dB)} = 20 \times \log \left( \frac{\sqrt{V_2^2 + V_3^2 + \ldots + V_i^2 + N^2}}{V_1} \right)
\]

Where \( N \) is the RMS level of the noise in the signal. THD+noise can also be expressed in percent.
SINAD

This is another way of expressing THD+noise. It is expressed as the ratio of the total signal (fundamental, noise, and harmonics) to the total signal minus the fundamental. This measurement is only expressed in dB.

\[
\text{SINAD} = 20\log\left( \frac{\sqrt{V_1^2 + V_2^2 + V_3^2 + \ldots + V_n^2 + N^2}}{\sqrt{V_2^2 + V_3^2 + \ldots + V_n^2 + N^2}} \right)
\]

Distortion measurement operations

1 Selecting distortion mode

Front panel:
Press SHIFT and then ACV

Remote command:
:SENS:FUNC "DIST" ' Selects distortion mode.

2 Selecting THD measurement type (THD, THD+Noise or SINAD)

Front panel:
a. Press THD-MEAS to display “TYPE:”.
b. Use the right arrow key to highlight the present type selection, then use the up or down range keys to select THD, THD+N or SINAD.
c. Press ENTER, then press EXIT.

Remote command:
:SENS:DIST:TYPE THD|THDN|SINAD ' Selects THD measurement type.

3 Selecting THD frequency type (Auto, Set, or Acquire)

The THD measurement technique used by the Model 2015/2015-P/2016 requires that the unit know the fundamental frequency of the signal exactly. Even a difference of a few hertz will cause large errors. The AUTO setting will cause the Model 2015/2015-P/2016 to measure the frequency of a source every time it makes a THD measurement. This will slow down the reading rate, but is useful if the source frequency is unknown or unstable. SET will prompt the user to manually enter the frequency.

ACQUIRE is similar to AUTO, but only measures the frequency once, then uses that frequency for all subsequent THD measurements. The signal source must be applied to the input when ACQUIRE is selected.
Front panel:

a. Press THD-MEAS.
b. Press ENTER once. The display will show “FREQ:”.
c. Using the left/right arrow and up/down range keys, select ACQUIRE, AUTO, or SET.
   (Make sure the signal source is connected and on when ACQUIRE is selected.)
d. Press ENTER. If SET was selected, the instrument will prompt the user for the frequency to be used. Use the left/right arrow and up/down range keys to set the frequency, and press ENTER.
e. Press EXIT.

Remote commands:

:SENS:DIST:FREQ:AUTO ON|OFF ' Turns AUTO on or off.
:SENS:DIST:FREQ <NRf> ' Sets frequency in Hz; disables AUTO frequency (if enabled).
   ' <NRf> = 20 to 20000

4 Setting number of harmonics to use in the THD measurement (2 to 64)

The Model 2015/2015-P/2016 can use up to the 64th harmonic of a signal (64 times the fundamental frequency) in the THD measurement, but only recognizes frequencies below 50kHz. Harmonics with frequencies above 50kHz are ignored, therefore acting as an adjustable low-pass filter.

Front panel:

a. Press THD-MEAS.
b. Press ENTER until the display shows “HARMONICS:”.
c. Set the number of the highest harmonic to use in the measurement using the left/right arrow and up/down range keys.
d. Press ENTER, and then press EXIT.

Remote command:

:SENS:DIST:HARM <NRf> ' Sets the number of harmonics to include in the THD measurement.
   ' <NRf> = 2 to 64
5 Selecting THD measurement units (percent or dB)

*Front panel:*

a. Press THD-MEAS.
b. Press ENTER until the display shows “UNITS:”.
c. Select PERCENT or dB using the left/right arrow and up/down range keys.
d. Press ENTER, and then EXIT.

*Remote command:*

:UNIT:DIST PERC|DB ' Selects percent or dB units for THD.

6 Selecting the THD shaping filter (None, C-weighting, CCITT, CCIRARM, A-weighting, or CCIR).

The Model 2015/2015-P/2016 includes digital shaping filters to simulate having the sample signal pass through various types of telephone lines. The default filter setting is NONE.

*Front panel:*

a. Press THD-MEAS.
b. Press ENTER until the display shows “SFIL:”.
c. Select NONE, C, CCITT, CCIRARM, A, or CCIR using the left/right arrow and up/down range keys.
d. Press ENTER.

*Remote command:*

:SENS:DIST:SFIL NONE|C|CCITT|CCIRARM|A|CCIR ' Selects shaping filter for THD.

7 Setting the THD voltage input range

The Model 2015/2015-P/2016 defaults to autoranging for the voltage input range. If using manual ranging, it is important to use the lowest range possible for the signal level. Not using the appropriate range will cause inaccurate readings, or the display may show “underflow” or “overflow”.

*Front panel:*

With the instrument in the THD mode, press the up range or down range key. The display will show the chosen range. Otherwise, press AUTO for autoranging.

*Remote commands:*

:SENS:DIST:RANG <n> ' Specify expected voltage to set range; turns off autoranging.

\(<n> = 0 \text{ to } 757.5 \)

:SENS:DIST:RANG:AUTO ON|OFF ' Turns autoranging on or off.
8 Configuring the internal sine source

The Model 2015/2015-P provides a 10Hz-20kHz, 0-4V (or 0-2V into a 50Ω or 600Ω load) sine source. The Model 2016 provides a 10Hz-20kHz, 0-9.5V (or 0-2V into a 50Ω or 600Ω load) sine source. This source can be used to evaluate amplifiers, filters, etc., or can be connected directly to the Model 2015/2015-P/2016 input. This source has a selectable 600Ω, 50Ω, or HI-Z output impedance, and is unbalanced (coaxial). A second output provides a selectable inverted sine (opposite in phase to the main output), or a 0-5V logic level pulse in phase with the main output having the same frequency.

Front panel:

a. Press SRC-THD.
b. When the display shows “SINE OUT:”, use the left/right arrow and up/down range keys to select ON, then press ENTER.
c. When the display shows “FREQ:”, use the left/right arrow and up/down range keys to select the frequency (.01 to 20 k), then press ENTER.
d. When the display shows “IMPEDANCE:”, use the left/right arrow and up/down range keys to select 50, 600, or HI-Z, then press ENTER.
e. When the display shows “AMPL:”, use the left/right arrow and up/down range keys to set the amplitude (0 to 2V for 50 and 600 ohms, 0 to 4V for 2015/2015-P HI-Z, 0 to 9.5V for 2016 HI-Z), then press ENTER. (Note: for 600 and 50Ω impedances, the actual no-load voltage at the output will be twice the selected value.)
f. When the display shows “CHAN2:”, use the left/right arrow and up/down range keys to select the mode for the second source output. Select either an inverted sine (ISINE) or square wave (PULSE), and press ENTER.

Remote commands:

:OUTP ON|OFF ' Turns output on or off.
:OUTP:FREQ <NRf> ' Sets frequency (in Hz) of source.
  ' <NRf> = 20 to 20000
:OUTP:IMP OHM50|OHM600|HIZ ' Sets output impedance.
:OUTP:AMPL <NRf> ' Sets amplitude (in volts) of source.
  ' <NRf> = 0 to 4 (2015/2015-P HI-Z)
  ' = 0 to 9.5 (2016 HI-Z)
  ' = 0 to 2 (OHM50 or OHM600)
:OUTP:CHAN2:SHAP ISINE|PULSE ' Sets the channel 2 mode.
9 Retrieving magnitudes of individual harmonics (remote operation only)

The Model 2015/2015-P/2016 can return the levels of individual harmonics (relative to the level of the fundamental, in dB) over GPIB or RS-232. The arguments for this command are given as the starting harmonic and ending harmonic. Specifying 2,2 for the start and end harmonics will return the level of the second harmonic (twice the fundamental frequency). The harmonic levels returned correspond to the last triggered reading, and the unit has to be set for one-shot readings (:INIT:CONT off).

Remote command:

:SENS:DIST:HARM:MAGN? <start>,<end> ' Queries levels from starting harmonic to ending harmonic. ' <start> = 2 to 64 ' <end> = 2 to 64

NOTE To query the level of one harmonic, use the same harmonic number for both <start> and <end>.

10 Retrieving RMS volts, THD+N, or THD for an acquired reading (remote operation only)

Once a single reading has been triggered, the corresponding RMS volts value, THD+Noise value, or THD value can be read for the same set of data, regardless of what distortion mode the unit is set for. SINAD can be calculated from the THD+noise reading.

Remote commands:

NOTE These commands only work if the unit is set to trigger one reading at a time (:INIT:CONT OFF). Errors will occur if the unit is continuously updating.

:SENS:DIST:RMS? ' Returns the calculated RMS volts value for the last triggered reading.
:SENS:DIST:THDN? ' Returns the THD+noise reading for the last triggered reading.
:SENS:DIST:THD? ' Returns the THD reading (number of harmonics to use was set in Step 4).

11 Configuring and running internal sweep (remote operation only)

The internal source of the Model 2015/2015-P/2016 can be set to sweep through up to 200 frequencies, and then return distortion and/or RMS volts for each frequency. The results of the sweep can be returned using the SREAL data format (fastest), or in ASCII (default). The sweep uses the current distortion measurement settings. The sweep must be allowed to complete before requesting the data, otherwise the data will be incomplete. The sweep end can be detected by reading bit 3 of the operation event register (:STAT:OPER?), which will set to “1” at the end of a sweep. Likewise, this bit can be used with the SRQ function of the instrument to trigger a service request when the sweep is completed.
Remote command sequence:

:OUTP:MODE FIXED | LIST

:OUTP:LIST <ampl1>,<freq1>,
<ampl2>,<freq2>,...

:OUTP:LIST:ELEM <item list>

:OUTP:LIST:DEL <NRf>

:TRIG:COUN <n>

:OUTP ON

:INIT

:OUTP:LIST:DATA?

:OUTP:LIST:APP <ampl>,<freq>

NOTES

1. The sweep list can have up to 50 sweep points. Each sweep point is made up of an amplitude and a frequency. For example, assume a 3-point sweep list with the following points:

Point #1: 0.5V @ 1.0kHz (<ampl1> = 0.5, <freq1> = 1e3)
Point #2: 0.5V @ 1.2kHz (<ampl2> = 0.5, <freq2> = 1.2e3)
Point #3: 0.5V @ 1.4kHz (<ampl3> = 0.5, <freq3> = 1.4e3)

The following command will create the above sweep list:

:OUTP:LIST 0.5,1e3,0.5,1.2e3,0.5,1.4e3

2. You can specify distortion (DIST) readings and/or RMS volts amplitude (AMPL) readings to be returned by the :OUTP:LIST:DATA? command. When specifying both elements, separate them with a comma (i.e., :OUTP:LIST:ELEM DIST, AMPL).

3. The source delay is from the time the instrument outputs the source value to when the measurement starts. This delay occurs for every point in the sweep. Typically, it is used to allow the source output to settle before performing the measurement.

4. The TRIG:COUN value must be equal to the number of points in the sweep list (see OUTP:LIST command).

5. The readings returned depend on the selected data elements (see OUTP:LIST:ELEM command). If both distortion and amplitude elements are selected, readings are returned in the following format:

dist1, ampl1, dist2, ampl2, ...
6. Each time this command is used, up to 50 points can be appended to the sweep list. For example, assume the original sweep list has 50 points. You can use this command three times to append 150 points to the list to result in a 200-point sweep list. Make sure to change the trigger count (TRIG:COUN) to match the size of the appended sweep list.

Example: The following command adds two points to the sweep list (0.5V @ 1.6kHz and 0.5V @ 1.8kHz).

:OUTP:LIST:APP 0.5,1.6e3,0.5,1.8e3

12 Setting high and low cutoff filters (remote operation only)

The instrument includes high and low cutoff filters, limiting the range of frequencies used in the distortion measurements. These filters can be set anywhere from 20Hz to 50kHz. When setting the low cutoff, it must be lower than the fundamental frequency of the signal. The low cutoff is used to limit noise frequencies below the fundamental for THD+noise and SINAD measurements (no effect in THD mode). Similarly, the high cutoff limits noise frequencies above the specified frequency for THD+noise and SINAD. In THD mode, the limiting frequency is determined by the high cutoff or the harmonic number, whichever is lower.

Remote commands:

:SENS:DIST:LCO <NRf> ' Sets the low cutoff frequency.
  
  ' <NRf> = 20 to 50000 (Hz)

:SENS:DIST:LCO:STATe ON|OFF ' Turns the low cutoff on or off.

:SENS:DIST:HCO <NRf> ' Sets the high cutoff frequency.
  
  ' <NRf> = 20 to 50000 (Hz)

:SENS:DIST:HCO:STATe ON|OFF ' Turns the high cutoff on or off.

Distortion measurement notes

1. The digital averaging filter (moving or repeat), and the REL feature can be used for THD. The RATE key has no effect on THD, since there is no NPLC setting.

2. The Auto or Acquire frequency mode is recommended instead of the Set mode, as the programmed frequency of an external source may not be accurate.

3. Querying the RMS volts value in the distortion mode (:sens:dist:rms?) may yield a reading slightly different from a reading in the AC Volts mode. This is because of the differences in how the two modes make the measurement.

4. The output impedance needs to be set prior to setting the amplitude or starting the sweep. The impedance of the second output reflects the impedance of the main output.

5. The output sweep can only be performed in distortion mode.

6. When performing a sweep, use the SET frequency acquisition mode to achieve maximum speed. The remote command is ":sens:dist:freq:auto off".
Distortion measurement examples

The following examples to measure distortion use the internal sine source of the Model 2015/2015-P/2016. Figure 1 shows how to connect sine SOURCE OUTPUT to INPUT HI and LO.

Figure 1
Source connections to input

THD measurement example

The following example for both front panel and remote operation measures the THD of the internal sine source. Make sure the internal source of the instrument is connected to the input as shown in Figure 1.

Front panel operation

Perform the following steps to measure THD:

1. Press SHIFT then ACV to put the instrument into the THD mode.
2. Press the THD-MEAS key.
3. When the display shows "TYPE:", select THD and press ENTER.
4. When the display shows "FREQ:”, select AUTO and press ENTER.
5. When the display shows "UPPR HARM:”, select 2 and press ENTER.
6. When the display shows "UNITS:”, select PERC and press ENTER.
7. When the display shows "SFIL:”, select NONE and press ENTER.
8. Press the THD-SOURCE key.
9. When the display shows "SINE OUT:”, select ON and press ENTER.
10. When the display shows "FREQ:”, select 1.0000 kHz and press ENTER.
11. When the display shows "IMPEDANCE:”, select HI-Z and press ENTER (setting does not matter in this example).
12. When the display shows "AMPL:”, select 1.000 volts and press ENTER.
13. When the display shows "CHAN2:”, select ISINE and press ENTER. The display should be reading approximately 0.02% THD.
To illustrate the reason why the instrument needs to know the source frequency exactly, perform the following steps:

1. Press THD-MEAS, and then press ENTER once.
2. Change the frequency mode to SET, and press ENTER.
3. For the frequency, enter 1.002 kHz and press ENTER four times.
4. The display should be reading approximately 0.2% THD, and will be unstable.
   
   Note that the settings for the source did not change.

   Go back into the THD-MEAS menu and select ACQUIRE for the frequency mode. The THD reading will return to approximately 0.02% THD.

Remote command sequence

Use the following command sequence to measure THD:

*RST ' Restore default settings.
:SENS:FUNC "DIST" ' Selects distortion function.
:SENS:DIST:TYPE THD ' Selects THD distortion measurement type.
:SENS:DIST:HARM 2 ' Sets the highest harmonic number to be measured.
:UNIT:DIST PERC ' Selects THD measurement units.
:SENS:DIST:SFIL NONE ' Selects no shaping filter.
:SENS:DIST:RANG:AUTO ON ' Selects auto range for THD voltage input.
:OUTP:FREQ 1000 ' Sets the frequency of the source.
:OUTP:IMP HIZ ' Selects output impedance of source.
:OUTP:AMPL 1 ' Sets amplitude of source.
:OUTP:CHAN2 ISINE ' Selects inverted sine for second source.
:OUTP ON ' Turns output on.
:READ? ' Triggers one THD measurement and requests reading.
:SENS:DIST:RMS? ' Requests RMS volts reading for the TDH measurement.

Distortion and RMS volts sweep example

The following remote command sequence configures and runs a 10-point sweep to measure distortion and RMS volts. This example includes the use of the high and low cutoff filters.

This command sequence also demonstrates how to program the Model 2015/2015-P/2016 to use SRQ. When SRQ is asserted (to indicate that the sweep is completed), the sweep data points (distortion and AC volts readings) are read from the instrument.

Make sure the internal source of the instrument is connected to the input as shown in Figure 1.
*RST
' Restores default conditions.
*CLS
' Clears status registers.
:STAT:OPER:ENAB 8
' Causes the Operation Summary Bit to set when the sweep is done. Allows sweep end to be detected.
*SRE 128
' Enables Operation Summary Bit mask.
' Causes SRQ line to be asserted when the sweep is completed.
:SENS:FUNC 'DIST'
' Selects distortion mode.
:SENS:DIST:FREQ:AUTO OFF
' Turns off the AUTO frequency mode.
:SENS:DIST:TYPE THDN
' Selects THD+noise mode.
:SENS:DIST:LCO 500
' Configures low cutoff to filter out noise below 500Hz.
:SENS:DIST:LCO:STAT ON
' Turns on the low cutoff filter.
:SENS:DIST:HCO 10000
' Configures high cutoff to filter out noise above 10kHz.
:SENS:DIST:HCO:STAT ON
' Turns on the high cutoff filter.
:SENS:DIST:RANG 1
' Sets the manual range for the sweep, since autoranging is not allowed.
' Change the range value as necessary.
:OUTP:IMP HIZ
' Sets impedance of the output before creating the sweep list, so that the output has the correct amplitude.
' Change impedance as necessary.
:OUTP:LIST 1,1000,1,1100,1,1200,1,1300,1,1400,1,1500,1,1600,
1,1700,1,1800,1,1900
' Creates 10-point sweep list; 1kHz to 1.9kHz in 100Hz steps, one volt amplitude for all points.
:OUTP:MODE LIST
' Selects sweep mode.
:OUTP:LIST:DEL .1
' Sets a source delay of 0.1 seconds.
:OUTP:LIST:ELEM DIST,AMPL
' Selects distortion and amplitude as the data elements to be returned.
:TRIG:COUN 10
' Sets instrument to take 10 triggered measurements.
:OUTP ON
' Turns the output on.
:INIT
' Starts the sweep.
' (Wait for SRQ to be asserted - see NOTE at end of command sequence)
:OUTPUT:LIST:DATA?
' Requests the sweep data.
' (Read data from 2015/2015-P - see NOTE that follows)

**NOTE** The actual syntax for these steps depends on the type of GPIB interface used, and the type of software used to control the interface. For example, the WaitSRQ function can be used with a National Instruments interface to wait for the SRQ, and the IBRD function can be used to read the data.

Running this same sweep again only requires sending *CLS and INIT over the bus. Sending *CLS again is necessary to reset the Sweep Done bit.
Measuring AC volts and frequency

In addition to measuring distortion, the Model 2015/2015-P/2016 can also be used to make standard AC voltage and frequency measurements. Be sure the correct voltage range is selected before making connections to INPUT HI and LO of the instrument.

1 Selecting AC volts or frequency function

Front panel:
Press the ACV or FREQ key.

Remote commands:
:SENS:FUNC "VOLT:AC" ' Selects AC Volts mode.
:SENS:FUNC "FREQ" ' Selects Frequency mode.

2 Setting the input voltage range

Front panel:
Press the up or down RANGE key to select a manual range. The display will briefly show the changed range. Autorange can instead be used for ACV, but not frequency.

Remote commands:
:SENS:VOLT:AC:RANG <n> ' Selects appropriate range based on value.
' <n> = 0 to 757.5 (volts)
:SENS:VOLT:AC:RANG:AUTO ON|OFF ' Turns Autorange on or off.
' <n> = 0 to 1010 (volts)

3 Setting the integration rate (not used for FREQ)

Front panel:
Press RATE; display will indicate FAST (.1 NPLC), MED (1 NPLC), or SLOW (10 NPLC).

Remote command:
:SENS:VOLT:AC:NPLC <n> ' Sets integration rate which is based on the specified number of power line cycles.
' <n> = 0.01 to 10
4 Setting the number of displayed digits

*Front Panel:*

Press DIGITS to cycle through the number of digits (4 to 7).

*Remote commands:*

Changing the displayed number of digits does not affect bus reading resolution.

```
:SENS:VOLT:AC:DIG <n> ' Sets number of digits to display for ACV.
  '<n> = 4 to 7
:SENS:FREQ:DIG <n> ' Sets number of digits to display for FREQ.
  '<n> = 4 to 7
```

5 Using the digital filter (not used for FREQ)

The Model 2015/2015-P/2016 has a digital averaging filter to stabilize readings. The Repeating filter takes the set number of readings, averages them, then updates the display. The Moving filter throws out the oldest reading, takes a new reading, averages them, then updates the display. The Moving filter updates the display faster, but takes longer for readings to stabilize.

*Front Panel:*

a. Press FILTER.

b. When the display shows “RDGS”, select the number of readings to average (1 to 100), and then press ENTER.

c. When the display shows “TYPE:” select MOVING AV or REPEAT, and then press ENTER. The FILT annunciator turns on to indicate that the filter is on.

d. Press FILTER again to disable the filter.

*Remote commands:*

```
:SENS:VOLT:AC:AVER:TCON MOV|REP ' Selects moving or repeating filter.
:SENS:VOLT:AC:AVER:COUN <n> ' Sets number of averaged readings.
  '<n> = 1 to 100
:SENS:VOLT:AC:AVER:STAT ON|OFF ' Turns filter on or off.
```

Analyzing frequency spectrum (Model 2015-P only)

The Model 2015-P can analyze the frequency spectrum of a signal and return the frequency and amplitude values over the bus. Peak commands are used to search the frequency spectrum and return the frequency and amplitude values.

*NOTE* Frequency spectrum analysis cannot be performed from the front panel (remote command programming only).
**Frequency spectrum**

**Frequency bins**

In order to get maximum frequency resolution from the FFT calculation, the frequency spectrum must be separated into 20Hz bins. The example frequency spectrum in Figure 2, shows the 51 frequencies that can be analyzed for a spectrum from 1kHz to 2kHz.

The following command separates the frequency spectrum into 20Hz bins:

:sens:dist:freq 20 ' Set distortion frequency to 20Hz.

*Figure 2*

*Frequency spectrum example*

![Frequency Spectrum](image)

**Frequency boundaries**

Upper and lower boundaries can be set for the frequency search. Frequencies outside the boundaries are excluded from the search. The example in Figure 2 shows boundaries of 1kHz and 2kHz. The following commands set the lower and upper boundaries:

:sens:dist:peak:lower <freq> ' Specifies lower frequency boundary.
  ' <freq> = 20 to 20480 (Hz)
:sens:dist:peak:upper <freq> ' Specify upper frequency boundary.
  ' <freq> = 20 to 20480 (Hz)

*NOTE* The default boundaries are 20Hz (lower) and 20480Hz (upper).

**Basic peak analysis**

Basic peak analysis consists of moving the frequency pointer to the appropriate frequency bin, and reporting the frequency and amplitude values. The commands to do this are explained as follows:

**MAX? and NEXT? commands**

  ' Returns frequency and amplitude.
An example using these commands is provided in Figure 3. When MAX? is sent as shown in Figure 3A, the frequency pointer moves to the frequency that has the highest amplitude and reports the frequency and amplitude (1000Hz, -12dBV). When NEXT? is sent (Figure 3B), the frequency pointer moves to the frequency that has the second highest amplitude and returns those values (1020Hz, -13dBV). When NEXT? is sent again (Figure 3C), the frequency pointer moves to the frequency that has the third highest amplitude and returns those values (1040Hz, -14dBV). When NEXT? is sent again (Figure 3D), the frequency pointer moves to the frequency that has the third highest amplitude and returns those values (1040Hz, -14dBV).

Figure 3

*Peak analysis example using MAX? and NEXT? commands*
SFR <freq> and LOC? commands

   ' <freq> = 20 to 20480 (Hz)
:SENS:DIST:PEAK:LOC?      ' Returns frequency and amplitude for
                       ' present frequency pointer position.

These two commands are used to acquire the amplitude at a specified frequency. As shown in Figure 4, SFR 1000 moves the frequency pointer to 1000Hz, and LOC? returns the frequency and amplitude values (1000Hz, -12dBV).

Figure 4
Peak analysis example using SFR and LOC? commands
**LEFT? and RIGHT? commands**


The LEFT? and RIGHT? commands move the frequency pointer left or right. In Figure 5A, SFR 1000 moves the pointer to 1000Hz. When RIGHT? is used, the pointer moves right one bin to 1020Hz, and the frequency and amplitude values are returned as shown in Figure 5B. If LEFT? is then sent, the frequency pointer would move left back to 1000Hz and return those frequency/amplitude values.

*Figure 5*
Peak analysis example using RIGHT? command

A) SFR 1040 sent

B) RIGHT? sent
Peak analysis example

The following example shows how to use the MAX? and NEXT? peak commands to find and measure the frequencies that have the three highest amplitudes. Make sure the sine source is connected to the input as shown in Figure 1.

1  Set trigger model for single reading mode

The Model 2015-P must be in the single trigger state for distortion measurements.

:INIT:CONT OFF ' Disables continuous initiation.
:TRIG:COUN 1   ' Sets trigger count to 1.

2  Select distortion function

:SENS:FUNC "DIST" ' Selects distortion function.

3  Force analysis into 20Hz frequency bins

In order to get maximum frequency resolution from the FFT calculation, the frequency spectrum must be separated into 20Hz bins using the following command:

:SENS:DIST:FREQ 20 ' Set distortion frequency to 20Hz.

4  Program output sine wave

:OUTP:FREQ 1000    ' Sets sine wave frequency to 1000Hz.
:OUTP:AMPL 0.25   ' Sets sine wave amplitude to 0.25VRMS.
:OUTP ON   ' Turns 2015-P source output on.

5  Trigger reading

With the instrument in the “one-shot” trigger state, the following command triggers a single measurement of the input sine wave.

:INIT ' Trigger a reading.

6  Wait for reading to become available

:FETCH? ' Request the reading.

After a reading is triggered, the reading must become available before starting peak analysis. When FETCH? is sent, the instrument will wait for the reading to be become available before requesting it. Another method to wait for the reading to become available is to use SRQ. The instrument is programmed such that when bit B5 (Reading Available) of the Measurement Condition Register sets, SRQ is asserted to allow the program to continue. For more information, see Section 4 (Status Structure) of the Model 2015/2015-P/2016 User's Manual.
7 Perform peak analysis

Since most of the peak commands function is relative to frequency pointer position, an ini-
tial position must first be established. Typically, this is done by finding the frequency with the
highest peak magnitude with the following command:

                        ' Returns frequency and amplitude.

When the above command is sent, the instrument searches for the frequency that has the
highest amplitude (in dBV). For this example, this is -12dBV (250mV) @ 1kHz. When the
Model 2015-P is addressed to talk, the values 1000, -12 are sent to the computer. Note that the
frequency pointer is at 1kHz.

Now the buffer can be searched for the frequency that has the second highest amplitude
using the following command.

:SENS:DIST:PEAK:NEXT?  ' Finds frequency having the next highest
                        ' amplitude. Returns frequency and
                        ' amplitude.

For this example, values 3000, -14 would be returned (-14dBV @ 3kHz). The frequency
pointer is now at 3kHz.

Finally, this command can be used again to search for the frequency that has the third high-
est amplitude:

:SENS:DIST:PEAK:NEXT?  ' Finds frequency having the next highest
                        ' amplitude. Returns frequency and
                        ' amplitude.

For this example, values 600, -20 would be returned (-20dBV @ 600Hz).
**Delta function**

The delta function returns the difference in frequency and amplitude between two frequency pointer positions. Delta is calculated as follows:

\[
\text{delta (frequency)} = \text{reference frequency} - \text{frequency at present location} \\
\text{delta (amplitude)} = \text{reference amplitude} - \text{amplitude at present location}
\]

**Acquiring reference frequency and amplitude**

Typically, delta readings are referenced to the frequency that has the highest magnitude. The following commands are used to acquire these reference points:

```plaintext
:SENS:DIST:PEAK:MAX? ' Move frequency pointer to frequency that has the highest magnitude.
:SENS:DIST:PEAK:SREF ' Acquire frequency and amplitude values.
```

The example in Figure 6 shows how to use the delta function. In Figure 6A, the MAX? command moves the frequency pointer to 1000Hz. The SREF command then acquires the max readings (1000Hz, -12dBV) as the reference points for the delta calculation.

**Move frequency pointer and calculate delta**

```plaintext
    ' <freq> = 20 to 20480 (Hz)
```

In Figure 6B, the SFR 1040 command moves the frequency pointer to 1040Hz. The DELTA? command then uses the frequency/amplitude values at this location (600Hz, -20dBV) to calculate delta as follows:

\[
\text{delta (frequency)} = \text{reference frequency} - \text{frequency at present location} \\
= 1000Hz - 600Hz \\
= 400Hz \\
\text{delta (amplitude)} = \text{reference amplitude} - \text{amplitude at present location} \\
= -12dBV - (-20dBV) \\
= +8dBV
\]
Delta function example

The following example calculates delta at two frequencies; 600Hz and 3000Hz. The frequency/amplitude values at both these frequencies are referenced to 1000Hz. This example assumes that the internal sine source is connected to the input as shown in Figure 1.

1 Acquire distortion reading

Perform steps 1 through 6 of the “Peak analysis example” to acquire a distortion reading.

2 Establish frequency pointer position

The following command is typically used to establish the initial position for the frequency pointer:

```
:SENS:DIST:PEAK MAX? ' Sets frequency pointer to 1kHz.
```

3 Acquire reference points for delta calculation

```
:SENS:DIST:PEAK SREF ' Acquire frequency/amplitude values at 1000Hz.
```

For this example, the values 1000Hz, -12dBV are acquired as the reference points for the delta calculations.
4  Move frequency pointer to 600Hz
   :SENS:DIST:PEAK SFR 600   ' Move frequency pointer to 600Hz.

Note that the frequency/amplitude values at this frequency are 600Hz, -20dBV. The values
will be used in the delta calculations (next step).

5  Send DELTA? command to calculate delta (600Hz referenced to 1KHz)

Delta at 600Hz, which is referenced to 1000Hz, is calculated as follows:

delta (frequency) = 1000Hz – 600Hz = 400Hz
delta (amplitude) = –12dBV – (–20dBV) = 8dBV

6  Move frequency pointer to 3000Hz
   :SENS:DIST:PEAK SFR 3e3   ' Move frequency pointer to 3000Hz.

Note that the frequency/amplitude values at this frequency are 3000Hz, -14dBV.

7  Send DELTA? command to calculate delta (3kHz referenced to 1kHz)

Delta at 3000Hz, which is also referenced to 1000Hz, is calculated as follows:

delta (frequency) = 1000Hz – 3000Hz = –2000Hz
delta (amplitude) = –12dBV – (–14dBV) = 2dBV

Frequency list analysis

A specified list of frequencies (up to 50) can be analyzed using the PEAK:LIST commands.

Creating frequency list

The following command is used to specify the list frequencies (in Hz) to be analyzed:

:SENS:DIST:PEAK:LIST <freqlist>   ' Creates frequency list.
<freqlist> = Up to 50 frequencies from 20 to 20480 (Hz). Each listed
   frequency must be separated by a comma (,).

Example – The following command creates a 3-point frequency list (1kHz, 2kHz and 3kHz):
   :SENS:DIST:PEAK:LIST 1e3,2e3,3e3
Returning amplitudes for listed frequencies

The following command is used to return the amplitudes for the frequencies in the frequency list:


The order of the returned list of amplitude values (in dBV) corresponds to the order that the frequencies are listed in the <freqlist>. For the "Creating frequency list", assume amplitudes of -8dBV @1kHz, -9dBV @2kHz and -10dBV @3kHz. The LIST:DATA? command will return the following values:

-8, -9, -10

The Model 2015-P can only analyze frequencies that are a multiple of 20. If a listed frequency is not a multiple of 20, the frequency that will be analyzed is the next lowest multiple of 20. For example, if 1019Hz is a listed frequency, the amplitude for 1000Hz will be returned by LIST:DATA?.

Frequency list example

This example creates a 3-point frequency list, and returns their amplitudes. This example assumes that the internal sine source is connected to the input as shown in Figure 1.

1 Acquire distortion reading

Perform steps 1 through 6 of the “Peak analysis example” to acquire a distortion reading.

2 Create frequency list

Use the following command to create a frequency for 1000Hz, 1100Hz and 1200Hz values:

:SENS:DIST:PEAK:LIST 1000,1100,1200 ' Creates frequency list.

3 Request frequency list amplitudes

Use the following command to request the amplitudes for the three frequencies in the list:


After the above command is sent, the amplitude values will be sent to the computer when the Model 2015-P is addressed to talk.
Programming examples

Programming sine wave source

Defining frequency, magnitude, and expected load impedance sets up the output signal. The example below outputs a 1000Hz, 1V RMS sine wave to a high impedance load. To achieve twice the output amplitude or a differential output the user can take the high from the source output and the high from the inverted output to create a differential output. Figure 7 below is a diagram illustrating the concept.

```
*rst
    ' Will reset the instrument to default settings.

:outp:freq 1000
    ' Sets the output frequency to 1000Hz; can be set from 20Hz to 20000Hz.

:outp:imp hiz
    ' Sets the sine wave’s output impedance. It may be set to 50 ohm or 600 ohm to match the load impedance. The output impedance also can be set to assume the load is high impedance (hiz).

:outp:ampl 1
    ' Sets the amplitude of the output sine wave; Ranges are from 0V to 4V RMS with hiz impedance and 0V to 2V RMS with the other two impedances (for 2015 models). For 2016 models, the value can be set from 0V to 9.5V RMS with high impedance (hiz).

:outp on
    ' This turns the output sine wave on.
```

Figure 7
Connections to double generator amplitude
Measuring THD, THD+noise, or SINAD.

The user can define one of three distortion measurements, an input voltage range, and a method of measuring the input signal frequency. This code measures the distortion of a 2kHz input signal.

```
*rst  ' Will reset the instrument to default settings. (Should be done here unless done above while setting up unit to output sine wave.)
:sens:func 'dist'  ' Sets the measurement function to distortion.
:sens:dist:freq:auto on or :sens:dist:freq 2000  ' By default, the instrument is set to measure the input signal frequency continuously for maximum accuracy.
:sens:dist:freq:acq  ' The user may preset the incoming frequency, or program the instrument to measure the frequency once and hold that value.
:sens:dist:rang:auto on or :sens:dist:rang .1  ' Sets the input voltage range to auto. The user can also set a manual input voltage range; the example command programs the instrument to the 100mV range.
:sens:dist:type THD  ' Sets the type of harmonic distortion measurement. The user can select THD, THDN, or SINAD depending upon desired distortion measurement. THD & THDN are measured in dB or % using the :unit:dist:db or :unit:dist:per command. SINAD is measured in dB. (refer to 2015/2015-P User’s Manual, Section 5)
:sens:dist:harm 12  ' Defines number of harmonics included in the measurement. The default is 2, with the maximum at 64.
:read?  ' This queries the distortion measurement from the instrument.
```
**RMS voltage measurement**

This is an AC voltage measurement, but it is calculated from data collected in the frequency domain using the DSP, not the time domain that uses the DMM RMS converter to measure a value. (If the fundamental frequency is not known, the instrument can be set to auto or to 20Hz for maximum spectrum resolution.)

```
*rst       'Will reset the instrument to default settings. (Should be done here unless done above while setting up unit to output sine wave.)
:sens:func 'dist' 'Sets the measurement function to distortion.
:sens:dist:freq:aut on or
:sens:dist:freq 2000 or
:sens:dist:freq:acq 'By default, the instrument is set to measure the input signal frequency continuously for maximum accuracy. The user may preset the incoming frequency, or program the instrument to measure the frequency once and hold that value.
:sens:dist:rang:aut on or
:sens:dist:rang .1 'Sets the input voltage range to auto. The user can also set a manual input voltage range; the example command programs the instrument to the 100mV range.
:init       'Triggers a reading.
*:opc?      'Makes sure trigger is complete.
```
Bandwidth-limited RMS voltage measurement

The user-defined high-frequency cutoff filter and low-frequency cutoff filter will determine the bandwidth of the measurement. For this example, the lower cutoff is set to 50Hz, and the high cutoff is set to 5000Hz.

*rst

  'Will reset the instrument to default settings. (Should be done here unless done above while setting up unit to output sine wave.)

:sens:func 'dist'

  'Sets the measurement function to distortion.

:sens:dist:freq:auto on

  'By default, the instrument is set to measure the input signal frequency continuously for maximum accuracy.

  or

  :sens:dist:freq:acq

  The user may preset the incoming frequency, or program the instrument to measure the frequency once and hold that value.

:sens:dist:rang:auto on

  'Sets the input voltage range to auto.

  or

  :sens:dist:rang .1

  The user can also set a manual input voltage range; the example command programs the instrument to the 100mV range.

:sens:dist:HCO 5000

  'Sets the High frequency cutoff, can be set from 20Hz to 50000Hz.

:sens:dist:HCO:stat on

  'Turns High frequency cutoff, off and on.

:sens:dist:LCO 50

  'Sets the Low frequency cutoff, ranges from 20Hz to 50kHz.

:sens:dist:LCO:stat on

  'Turns Low frequency cutoff, off and on.

:init

  'Triggers a reading.

*opc?

  'Makes sure trigger is complete.

:sens:dist:rms?

  'Measures RMS voltage.
Background noise measurement

Noise can be measured in the presence of a signal with the Background noise command. Background noise is the residual voltage after the input signal’s fundamental and harmonics are removed. The input signal must have a frequency of at least 61Hz. If the frequency is smaller than 61Hz, the instrument will not have enough resolution for a background noise measurement. The measurement is returned in VRMS.

*rst
  ' Will reset the instrument to default settings. (Should be done here unless done above while setting up unit to output sine wave.)

:sens:func 'dist'
  ' Sets the measurement function to distortion.

:sens:dist:freq:auto on
  ' By default, the instrument is set to measure the input signal frequency continuously for maximum accuracy.
  The user may preset the incoming frequency, or program the instrument to measure the frequency once and hold that value.

:sens:dist:freq:acq

:sens:dist:rang:auto on
  ' Sets the input voltage range to auto.
  The user can also set a manual input voltage range; the example command programs the instrument to the 100mV range.

:init
  ' Triggers readings.

*opc?
  ' Makes sure trigger is complete.

:sens:dist:bnois?
  ' Query Background noise measurement. The measurement is returned in VRMS.
Fast frequency sweep RMS voltage measurements

Below are the commands needed to set up the instrument to sweep three individual output frequencies. For this example, the frequencies are 500, 1000, and 1500HZ. However, the sweep can test up to 50 different points. The instrument will output a frequency, then take a measurement, then change frequency, and take another measurement. This process will continue for all points in the sweep.

```plaintext
*rst
:sens:func 'dist'
:sens:dist:rang:auto on
or
:sens:dist:rang .1
:outp:imp hiz
:outp:list 1,500,1,1000,1,1500
:outp:list:del 0
:outp:list:elem ampl
:outp:mode list
:trig:coun 3
:outp on
:init
*opc?
:outp:list:data?
```

*rst ' Will reset the instrument to default settings.
:sens:func 'dist' ' Sets the measurement function to distortion.
:sens:dist:rang:auto on ' Sets the input voltage range to auto.
or The user can also set a manual input
:sens:dist:rang .1 voltage range; the example command programs the instrument to the 100mV range.
:outp:imp hiz ' Sets the sine waves output impedance, which can be set to 50 ohms, 600 ohms, or high impedance.
:outp:list 1,500,1,1000,1,1500 ' This sets up the output amplitudes and frequencies to be swept.
:outp:list:del 0 ' This sets source settling time in seconds. Zero second setting is the fastest sweep capability.
:outp:list:elem ampl ' Sets the instrument to measure element of RMS Voltage for each point swept.
:outp:mode list ' Sets the output mode to output the frequencies specified.
:trig:coun 3 ' This should equal the number of sweep points you have set in your output list.
:outp on ' This turns output sine wave on.
:init ' Triggers readings.
*opc? ' Makes sure trigger is complete.
:outp:list:data? ' Returns list of data measured under RMS Voltage. This will return comma-separated data.
**Frequency domain components**

Below is the command sequence which will output all the components of the Fourier transform of an input signal. Each component of the frequency spectrum is in a frequency bin. This command sequence will return all readings (in dB) in the frequency bins. From this data, the user can observe the frequency spectrum of the input signal. The output is returned in dB, relative to the fundamental.

```
*rst  'Will reset the instrument to default settings. (Should be done here unless done above while setting up unit to output sine wave.)
:sens:func 'dist' 'Sets the measurement function to distortion.
:sens:dist:freq:auto on  'By default, the instrument is set to measure the input signal frequency continuously for maximum accuracy.
  or
:sens:dist:freq 2000  'The user may preset the incoming frequency, or program the instrument to measure the frequency once and hold that value.
  or
:sens:dist:freq:acq

:sens:dist:rang:auto on  'Sets the input voltage range to auto.
  or
:sens:dist:rang .1  'The user can also set a manual input voltage range; the example command programs the instrument to the 100mV range.

:init  'Triggers readings.
*opc?  'Makes sure trigger is complete.
:sens:dist:fft:bins? 1,1023  'This command returns all the values measured in the spectrum.
```
Measurement of individual harmonics

The example below sets the instrument to measure the first 21 harmonics and return the values of harmonics 2 through 21. The output is returned in dB, relative to the fundamental.

*rst
   'Will reset the instrument to default settings. (Should be done here unless done above while setting up unit to output sine wave.)

:sens:func ‘dist’
   'Sets the measurement function to distortion.

:sens:dist:freq:auto on
   'By default, the instrument is set to measure the input signal frequency continuously for maximum accuracy.
   or
   :sens:dist:freq 2000
   'The user may preset the incoming frequency, or program the instrument to measure the frequency once and hold that value.

:sens:dist:rang:auto on
   'Sets the input voltage range to auto.
   or
   :sens:dist:rang .1
   'The user can also set a manual input voltage range; the example command programs the instrument to the 100mV range.

:sens:dist:harm 21
   'Sets up instrument to measure 21 harmonics. Can be set from 2 to 64.

:init
   'Triggers readings.

*opc?
   'Makes sure trigger is complete.

:sens:dist:harm:magn? 2,21
   'Will return values for harmonics in dB.
**Peak measurements**

The commands below, for the Model 2015-P, allow the user to find a peak amplitude. The Left and Right commands will go to the next highest spectral component to the right or left of the current peak. The user must set the measurement frequency to 20Hz; otherwise the instrument will not perform the peak search. Setting the instrument to 20Hz gives maximum frequency resolution for the frequency spectrum. The readings are returned in dBV.

- `*rst`  
  'Will reset the instrument to default settings. (Should be done here unless done above while setting up unit to output sine wave.)

- `:init:cont off`  
  'Turns off continuous trigger; this is required for peak measurements.

- `:trig:coun 1`  
  'Sets a single trigger.

- `:sens:func 'dist’`  
  'Sets the measurement function to distortion.

- `:sens:dist:freq 20`  
  'Sets frequency to 20Hz which is required for peak measurements.

- `:init`  
  'Triggers a reading.

- `*opc?`  
  'Makes sure trigger is complete.

- `:sens:dist:peak:max?`  
  'Returns the frequency and amplitude of the peak.

- `:sens:dist:peak:next?`  
  'Returns the frequency and amplitude of the next highest peak.

- `:sens:dist:peak:right?`  
  'Returns the frequency and amplitude of the highest peak to the right of the current spectral component.

- `:sens:dist:peak:left?`  
  'Returns the frequency and amplitude (dBV) of the highest peak to the left of the current spectral component.
Measuring differences between two peaks

The commands below, for the Model 2015-P, measure a peak spectral component and a delta value between two spectral components. In this example, the peak is found, then it is compared with the magnitude of the spectral component at 1200Hz. The difference in frequency and amplitude between the reference marker and the present location is returned in dBV units.

*rst ' Will reset the instrument to default settings. (Should be done here unless done above while setting up unit to output sine wave.)

:init:cont off ' Turns off continuous trigger; if you do not do this, peak commands do not work.

:trig:coun 1 ' Sets a single trigger.

:sens:func 'dist' ' Sets the measurement function to distortion.

:sens:dist:freq 20 ' Sets frequency to 20Hz, which is required for peak measurements.

:init ' Triggers a reading.

*opc? ' Makes sure trigger is complete.

:sens:dist:peak:max? ' Returns the frequency and amplitude of the peak.

:sens:dist:peak:sref ' Marks peak as reference frequency and amplitude.

:sens:dist:peak:sfr 1200 ' Marks 1200Hz as second reference location.

:sens:dist:peak:delta? ' Returns the difference in frequency and amplitude (dBV) between the reference marker and the present location.
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